For immediate release

Rosenberger OSI again honored at the IT Awards 2019
Cabling specialist receives the Platinum Award in the category "Data Center
Cabling”
Augsburg, October 25, 2019 – Rosenberger Optical Solutions & Infrastructure (Rosenberger OSI),
manufacturer of innovative fiber optic cabling infrastructures in Europe, has once again received an
award from the German publishing house Vogel IT-Medien. The company received the Platinum
Award at the IT Awards 2019. This is the fourth time in a row that the company has re ceived this
award (2016 with silver, 2017 and 2018 with platinum).
Due to the very positive response to the IT Awards in previous years, the seven insider portals
DataCenter-Insider, BigData-Insider, CloudComputing-Insider, Dev-Insider, IP-Insider, SecurityInsider and Storage-Insider called for voting on the IT companies of the year again in 2019. Until 31
August 2019, readers were able to vote for the best individual providers in seven categories. For
the vote, the editorial team selected ten providers in each category who excelled or distinguished
themselves in the past year.
In a festive evening gala on 24 October 2019, in the Steigenberger Hotel "Drei Mohren" in
Augsburg, the winners of the silver, gold and platinum places from a total of 4 3 groupings were
handed over by the chief editors of the insider portals of Vogel IT-Medien.
Rosenberger OSI was awarded the Platinum Award in the category "Data Center Cabling" during
the gala. "The renewed award makes us very proud and we are very pleased to be able to convince
for the fourth time in a row with our product innovations", says Thomas Schmidt, Managing Director
of Rosenberger OSI.

###

About Rosenberger OSI:
Since 1991, Rosenberger Optical Solutions & Infrastructure (Rosenberger OSI) has been an
expert in innovative fiber optic cabling infrastructure and service solutions for Datacom, Telecom
and Industrial. The products and services can be found wherever largest amounts of data have
to be transferred quickly and securely. In addition to the development and production of a broad
portfolio of fiber optic and copper cabling systems, Rosenberger OSI also offers a variety of
services such as planning, installation and maintenance of cabling infrastructure. Rosenberger
OSI employs about 600 people in Europe and has been a part of the globally operating
Rosenberger Group since 1998, a worldwide leading provider of high-frequency-, high-voltage-,
and fiber-optic-connection solutions headquartered in Germany.
For further information, please visit: www.rosenberger.com/osi
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